
Little Marlow 2nd XI vs Hurley 2nd XI – Chiltern League Division 2 (90 overs win/lose/draw) 

Date: 25th June 2022 

Weather: Autumnal, rain 

Elevation: 113ft above sea level 

Toss: Little Marlow – elected to field first 

Result: Match Abandoned 

 

Innings of Hurley 

C. Williams c. Tinsley b. Mahmood 6 
Jasdeep Singh c. Sharif b. Mahmood 12 
A. Singh† c. Sharif b. T. Lathey 59 
J. Cole* c. Dad b. Wilson 11 
P. Ridegway  b. Dad 2 
M. Singh c. Wilson b. Dickinson 112 
Joban Singh Run Out (Marie Jr) 29 
L. Singh  b. Dickinson 0 
G. Singh  b. Dickinson 0 
K. Hussin Not Out  3 
L. Cole  b. Wilson 4 
  Extras (11b, 1lb, 4w, 9nb) 25 
  TOTAL 263 

 

A. Mahmood 12 4 47 2 
M. Wilson 10.2 0 51 2 
H. Dickinson 7 1 51 3 
R. Dad 5 0 20 1 
A. Pillai 3 0 30 0 
A. Sharif 3 0 30 0 
T. Lathey 3 0 22 1 

 

Innings of Little Marlow 

R. Tinsley st. A. Singh b. Ridgeway 13 
N. Marie Jr c. Ridgeway b. M. Singh 14 
A. Sharif Not Out  18 
A. Lathey†  b. M. Singh 10 
T. Lathey Not Out  0 
R. Dad    
A. Pillai    
G. Holmes    
M. Wilson    
H. Dickinson*    
A. Mahmood    
  Extras (1lb) 1 
  TOTAL 56-3 

 



 

P. Ridgeway 5 1 13 1 
L. Cole 4 0 12 0 
M. Singh 3.4 1 12 2 
Joban Singh 3 0 18 0 

 

Despite Hurley opener Clive Williams prophesying before the game that there was no rain forecast, a 

biblical downpour at 5.51pm saturated the outfield and meant that Hurley 2nd XIs trip to local rivals 

Little Marlow 2nd XI had to be abandoned with the hosts intriguingly placed at 56-3 chasing 264 to 

win in this Chiltern League Division 2 win/lose/draw encounter.  

For the first time this season Hurley lost the toss and were rather surprisingly asked to bat on a 

cloudy and overcast day but on a good looking track. Perhaps the Little Marlow skipper feared the 

strength of Hurley’s batting line up given last week’s mammoth score, and therefore wanted to keep 

all results open when batting second. As it was, Williams (6) and Jasdeep Singh (12) struggled against 

the pacy Asif Mahmood (2-47), on a pitch offering some bounce, who had Williams gloving a sharp 

bouncer to slip and Singh slapping to cover point to leave Hurley 45-2 off 11 overs. Mahmood’s first 

spell of 8-4-13-2 was impressive considering the lack of support from the other end, as Akash Singh 

(59) continued his excellent form from last week’s unbeaten century with a pleasing half-century 

from 48 balls, with the home bowlers unable to exert much control as the run rate hovered around 5 

per over. Josh Cole (11) looked in fine form until a rash shot saw him clubbing Matt Wilson (2-51) to 

long-on where ex-Hurley player Raheem Dad took a simple catch. Phil Ridgeway (2) chopped on off 

Dad (1-20) to leave Hurley 85-4 in the 20th over and in danger of posting a sub-par score. However, 

Hurley have strength and depth in their middle order, as Mandeep Singh (112) struck a rapid and 

sublime century off only 85 balls containing 15 4s and one six. He combined with Akash to put on 80 

in 11 overs for the 5th wicket, the latter happy to play a supporting role as he contributed only 16 

before chipping the avaricious Tom Lathey (1-22) to cover, where Arfan Sharif took a good catch. 

Joban Singh (29) and Mandeep then added a further 85 off only 9 overs as the home fielding became 

increasing ragged and several ‘buzzers’ added to the scorebook, before Joban was run out going for 

a second beaten by Nicky Marie Jnr’s accurate direct hit at the bowler’s end. From 250-5 and looking 

like posting a 300+ score, Hurley proceeded to press the self-destruct button and in the space of 26 

balls disappeared to 263 all out, as Marlow skipper Hugh Dickinson (3-51) finally tuned the radar, 

after his opening spell offered up a diet of long-hops, as he had Love (0) and Gurjant Singh (0) 

bowled in consecutive balls without troubling the scorer, and Mandeep caught at deep square leg. 

The send-off was rather unnecessary especially considering how well Mandeep had batted, but the 

relief was understandable. Youngsters Kumayle Hussain (3*) and Liam Cole (4) tried to see out a few 

more overs, Cole playing one sumptuous cover drive, before he was bowled by a swinging Wilson 

delivery to end the innings. 

With an atrocious first innings over-rate a shorter tea interval was taken, and Hurley started with the 

old ball and the spin pairing of veteran Ridgeway (1-13) and youthful Cole (0-12). Both bowled well, 

with prodigious bounce and turn, and kept a lid on the run rate, and it was the slow left arm of 

Ridgeway that eventually tempted Richard Tinsley (13) down the track where keeper Akash Singh 

comfortably removed the bails. The new ball was taken in the 10th over and paid instant dividends as 

Marie Jnr (14) edged the fired-up Mandeep Singh (2-12) to second slip where the safe hands of 

Ridgeway made no mistake with a smart catch, leaving the home team 32-2 off 12 overs. 16-year old 

Alfie Lathey (10) looks a talented prospect and played a couple of lovely shots before Mandeep got 

one through the defences to clip the off stump. At 56-3 this was the last meaningful action as the 



heavens opened, leaving Sharif (18*) and Tom Lathey (0)* unbeaten, and the players ran for the 

safety of the pavilion; 40 minutes later with no prospect of play resuming the captains shook hands 

with the match abandoned. 

Hurley roll on with only one defeat this season to league leaders Fulmer next week in what could be 

a high scoring game. 


